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CHAPTER- X 

Application of 0 iscriminant Function in t~e Borrowers' 
Repayment Perfonnance : A Study in Coach Behar District. 

LJ!_I R o D u c T I o N. 

The analysis of repayment performance behavi

our in the foregoing chapter indicates that a multiplicity of 

factors s~ultaneously operate to determine the repayment 

behaviour. The present chapter is an extension of this analy-
1 

sis and uses discriminant function approach to distinguish the 

borrowers into two groups - defaultersand non-defaulters ,on 

their socio-economic characteristics. It is likely to suggest 

which categories of people are more prone to default. Further, 

it will make an attempt to identify the dominant factors respo~ 

s ihle for poor repayment perfonnance. Specifically, the objec-

tives of the study are (i) to identify the borrowers into 

defaul tars and non-.dafaul ters on the basis of differences in 

socio-economic characteristics and ( ii) to further distinguish 
! 

the defaulters into wilful and non-wilful, on the basis of such 

characteristics. 

This would necessitate development of indica

tors that would enable observers including credit institut~ons 
I 

to judge the borrowers and sort them out on the above lines 
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in advance e It is hoped that the credit agencies would be 

able to broadly identify a good repayer or a likely wilful 

defaulter on the basis of socio-economic characteristics, that 

would lend themselves to observation, quantification and 

analysis. 

Methodology adopted for study: 

For the purpose of our study three_ stage random 

sampling has been adopted. In the first stage 12 blocks of 

the district have been classified into two categories viz. 

developed and underdeveloped. Thereafte-r one block from each 
I 

category has bee~ selected randomly. Tufanganj-I and.Cooch 

B~har - II have been selected. from developed and underdeveloped 

category of blocks respectively. 

In the second stage four villages ,two from 

each selected block,have bean chosen just randomly. The 

villages were Maradanga and Chhatoa from block Tufanganj - I~ 

Banaswar and Siddeswari from block Cooch Beha~II. 

In the third stage a borrowing households'' 

list has been prepared for each selected village·• A total 

of 200 borrowing households (50 in each village) have been 
! 

selected also randomly. 

Finally, relevant information, primary data 



have been collected from the borrowers through questionnaires 

and personal interviews. From among 200 borrowers, 84 1were 

classified as non-defaulters and 116 as defaulters• We have 

taken into consideration a borrower to be a defaulter who was 

found to have not paid 50 percent of his loan even after the 

lapse of 2-3 years. The defaulters (116) were again sort~d 

out into two groups on the ba~is of 'family ~et surplus' 

available for each respondent and it was found that 68 wer·e. 

wilful and 48 were non-wilful defaulters. Non-Wilful default 
I 

may arise from infructuous investment, erosion of farm income 

due to natural calamity, failute on the part of lending agency 

to give loan when needed by the borrowers, faulty repayment 

sched~le prescribed by the credit institutions etc •• Wilful 
J 

default may be defined as a failure to meet the repayment . l
1 

• i 

obligation even when the borrower has the ability to repay~· 

Such default can arise mainly from the borrower's attitude 

towards repayment. Formation of such an attituqe may be 

because of a larqe number of factors such as : influence of 

social and political groups, vested interests of certain agen

cies irysisting the borrower~ not to repay, hardships faced by 

the borrowers in obtaining loan, the high cost. of borrowings 

ate. 

Importance in selection of variables: 

The basic assumption of the 
! 

study is that 
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except unde~r abnormal conditions like natural calamity, outside 

pr$Ssuie not to repay the loan in time etc., the variations 

in repayment behaviour of the borrowers can be explained in 

terms of some selected demographic and socio-economic variables. 

The rationale for selection of the variables in the repayment 

behaviour and the methods used to measure them are explained 

hereunder. 

1. Caste: It is assumed that the caste system has profound 

effect on the borrower's repayment attitude. Traditionally, 

higher caste people have been owning land and other economic 
I 

resources and lower caste people do not own any significant 

size of these resources. Thus, it is assumed that higper 

caste people have a higher repayment capacity and lm~~~er caste 

people ha've lower repayment capacity. 

have betln classified as high and low. 

In our study, castes 

High castes/social 

groups in this study include Brahmin, Middle Caste, Muslims· 

while low castes include scheduled caste and other backward 

classes. 

2. Educa~ion: The individual•s ability to read and write and 

the amount of fonnal education he possesses affect the manner 

in which the individual gathers information and adjusts himself 

to his environment. It may be assumed that.more of formal 
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I education may result in better use of credit. Timely repa~ent 

of credit may therefore, depend on the level of education of 

the borrower• To quantify the level of education, the respon-

dents have been classified into two groups viz. educated ~ ~h~se 
. I 

who can read and write and uneducated -- who can not read· and 1 

i 
'I 

write. 

3. Occupation: The nature of one's occupation determines .the 

stability of earning on which, in turn, d~pends one'~ repayment 

behaviour. Agr_icul ture forms the major occupation in rural 

tndia and income from agriculture varies fairly widely. Income 

from other occupations such as trade, service, small industry 
I . 

etc. is likely to be more stable. Thus, there appears to be 

positive correlation between occupation and repayment perfor

mance of an individual. For the purpose of our study, occupa-
. i 

tion is broadly classified as agricultural and non-agricultural. 

! 
4• Per capita income: Timely repayment of loan of the borpawer 

depends on per capita income. 
. . I 

Generally, the higher the per 

capita income, higher will be the capacity to repay the borr~wed 

fund and vice-versa• It is with this intention this variable 

is included in our study. 

5. Per capita borrowing: Keeping in uiew the rural poor~s 

limited capacity to repay, it is logical to assume that 

probability of default may increase with the increase in debt 



I 
\ 

r \ 
I 

i' 

burden·• Lower amount of borrowing leaves more advantage for 

repayment o{ loans and vice-versa. The timely repayment of 1 
l 

I 

loan may, therefore, be related to the per capita borrowing. In 

·case of institutional borrowings, the agency from which the 

borrower stated to have borrowed was also visited to confirm 

the date, amount, -purpose of loan as well as indebtedness on 

the specified date. 

6• Increase in income after the use of credit: 

Percentage increas_~ in income after the 

effective use of credit also plays a crucial role in the repay-
r 

ment behaviour pattern.· This variable is most important to 

classify the borrowers into wilful and noo-wilful. It.is 

11\(_Qstly seen that inspite of a venture proving p.ro-fitable to, 

the ~-bol"rower, the borrower has not repaid the instalments dl.ilth 
. . ! 

In this case, the borrower is deemed to be a wilful defaul tar. 
1 

1. Utilisation of Loan: Rural credit institutions are provi

ding credit facilities to the rural poor for productive pu~ 

poses. It is assumed that such loan, if utilised for 1 a sche

duled productive purpose, will generate income sufficient not 
f 

only to support the family bu-t also to repay loan instalments. 

As such, 1 utilisation of loan for a productive purpose has a 

direct bearing on the repayment behaviour of the borrower. But 

in most cases, rural poor avails of credit for unproductive 
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purpos~s like- consumption or social needs under the false pre-

text of a productive purpose. Such misutilisation makes them 

defaulter. Utilisation of loan was classified into two viz. 

used for a.productive·and non-productive purposes. 

a. Contacts/relations with the lending agen~ or the government 
machinery: 

Contacts/relations with the lending agency or 

the government machinery also play an important role in the 

repayment behaviour. This variable not only acts as an ins• 

- trument in securing credit but also in affording a delay in 

repayment.- For the purpose of our study, the respondents' 
1 

respons~~s were classified into t~ groups _i.e. good relations 

and poor relations. 

9. Timely receiet of loan: 

Timely receipt of loan increases the proba~i-

lity of its effective utilisation. The credit agencies are 

generally charged With a delayed disbursement of loan even 

after it is sanctioned. Non-repayment behaviour may be 

_caused by a delayed receipt of loan. This appears to be 

more logical particularly in case of seasonal activity like 

agriculture. The borrowers were asked about the timely 

receipt of loan and their responses have been classified 
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accordingly. 

The adequacy/inadequacy of loan is an important 

determinant of repayment behaviour. The effective utilisation 

of loan depends to a larger extent on its adequacy for a parti-: 
j 

cular purpose. It is quite likely that the inadequacy of funds. 

may lead to diversion of borrowed amount to channels other than 

productive. Here also, the borrowers' responses have been 

classified into two groups i.e,. adefluate and inadequate. 

11. Condition of the house:-- During our field visits, it has 

been observed that the rural poor have a strong tendency to own 

a 'Pueca' ,dwelling unit. In a fairly large number of eases, the 

credit though obtained for an economic activity, was, in fact, 

used for the constwction of a dwelling uni:t or its extension".

This kind of utilisation of loan, though desirable from the · 

social point of view, turns the borrower into a defaulter due to 

non-productive investment. Keeping this end in view, the infer-

mation regarding the condition of the borrower's dwelling unit
1 ,. 
: 

was collected. 

12. Rate of interest: Borrwer's attitude towards repayment. and 

the rate of interest are closely connected. This correlation 

either may be positive or negativeo High rate of interest may 
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force the borrower to repay his loan to minimise his debt burden. 

Thus,the higher-the rate of interest, the stronger be the tend~ncy 
' 

to repay. on the otherhand, the debt burden due to high rate qf 
. ' 

interest, may become so large that the borrower is unable to p,ay 

it promptly ,and ·conseauently, becomes a_ defaulter. Thus, rate 

of interest was included in-this study to examine its impact on 

repayment performance of the borrower. 

13. Problems faced in obtaining loan: 

I I 

A borro'Wer who faces . a large number of difficul-

ties in getting loan, may be discouraged to repay the loan to 
the lending agency. Keeping this end in view, information from 

the respondents was collected on the type and extent of p:J:oblems 

faced in obtaining loan • 

. ~alr]ical Model 

In order to measure the net effect of.each 

variable in this analysis, all other variables are taken as 
( 1) 

constant by using the Discriminant Function Approach. 

The ·relative importance o£ the variables. in 
I· 

the study in regard to their power'to discr~inate between the . . . ,_ 

groups of defaulters and non-defaulters and further in betwee~ 
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the groups of wilful and non-wilful defaulters can also be known 

with the help of this model. 

present study is as follows: 

The general model used for the 

z = llxl + 12X2 + 13X3 + 14x4 

+ 15Xs + 16X6 + J,X, + 1 X 
8 8 

+ 19X9 + 110X1o + 111x11 + 112x12 + 113x13 

Where, Z = total discriminate score for defaulters and non-

defaulters or wilful and non-Wilful defaulters. 

Caste X1 = '1' if the borrower belongs to high caste and 'O' 

if he belongs to low easte. 

Education X2 = '1' if the borrower is educated and 'O' if he is 

uneducated. 

Occupation x3= '1' if the borrower's occupation is agriculture 

and 'O' if his main occupation is other than 

agriculture. 

Per capita = Total Income of the family. 
Income x4 Total number of members in the family. 

Per capita Total borrowing of the family. 
= borrowing ~ Total number of members in the family. 
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Incre~ntal income X6: Percentage increase in income after the 
· after the use · use of credit. This has been calculated 

. of credit as :-

. ~ · .. Change in income after the use of 
credit. 

------------------------------X 100 
Initial income before the use of. 

credit. 
I 
I 

Utilisation of 
loan 

X..,= '1' if the loan is used for a producti:ve 1 

purpose and 'O' if·it has been used f,or 
a non-productive purpose. 

Contacts/relations X
8
= 

with lending agency 
or the government 
machinery. 

'1' if the bo~rower stated that he had 
good contacts and 'O' if the relations 
were stated to be poor. 

Timely receipt 
of loan. 

X9 • 'l' if the borrower stated that he got 
the loan in time and 'O' if according 
to him, the loan was delayed. 

Adequacy of 
.loan 

'1' if the borrower saated that the 
amount of loan was adequate for taking 
up the activity for which he borrowed 
and 'O' if it was stated otherwise •. ; 

Condition of.the X = ·~· in case the house was pucca and 
House 11 •o' if it was not-. 

. i' 

Rate of interest X12 := 'l' for rates upto 12 percent of inte~ 
est and 'O' if it was above 12 percent. 

Problems faced in X13 
obtaining credit. 

= '1' if the borrower -stated that he 
faced problems in getting loan and 
'O' if he did not. 

! 
lp = (P = 1,2 ••••••• 13) are the. co-e'!ficients of the linear: 

discriminant function. 
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l 
The method seeks to find out the values of co-effi-

cients (lp•s> such that the squared aifference between the mean 

'Z' score for the one group and the mean 1 Z' score for the other 

group is as la:rge as possible in relation to the variation of I 

•z• scores within the 9roups. 

The determination of the value of co-efficients 

(lp•s> necessitates the solution of the following 13 equations 

shown in matrix notion. 

SL = 0 

511 512. ••••• slp 11 dl 
and 

s - I 521 522 s2p L = 12 D d2 - ••••• = 
! • 

spl sp2 ••••• sPP • 
d. p 

' 

Where P = 13;. "t~xl'' is the vector of the co-efficients of th~ -p I 

discriminant function; "SPxP" is the pooled dispersion matrix! 

and "Dpxi" is the vector of the elements representing differences 

between the means of the two groups. The discriminant function 

obtained is subjected to test of significance in order :to examine 

whether the variables considered together are effectively disc~i- 1 

minating the borrowers belonging to two groups- defaulters and· 

nor"t-d$fau:J,ters or wilful defaulters and non-wilful defaulters. 
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2 . 
The Mahalanobis 0 Statistic has been used to measure the di~ 

tance between the two groups. o2 statistic.is transformed int? 

F statistic whether the two groups are different from each·other. 
I 
I 

Na Nb {Na + .Nb - P - l) 
o2 F = 

P(Na + Nb) (Na + Nb - 2) 

p p 
p 

Where o2 ~ li - "2:. .a. Cik didk = lidi; -
i=l k=l i =.1 

Cik = (i,k)th elements of the inverted Matrix of s, 
P = oumber of factors = 13 

Na = number of defaulters or wilful defaulters. 

Nb = number of non-defaulters or non-wilful defaulters. 

The value of observed F is compared with that of 

tabulated F with (P) and (Na + Nb - P - 1) degree of freedom at 

1 percent leve~ of significance. 

~esults and discussions 

(A) Defaulters and ricO-defaulters:-

h 
! 

! ' 
'' I 

The discriminating function considering the abbve 

mentioned socio-economic characteristics fitted to the data for 

defaulters and non-defaulters is as follows: 
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Z = 0.2341X1 ~ 0.6401X2 + 0.6148X3 

~ O. CXXllX4- o. (X)()lX5 - 1. a;> 03X6 - O. 3028~ 

-0.2352X8 +0.1666X9 +0.0419X10 +0.0820X11 

-0.0391X12 -0.2670X13 

The F value was worked out to be 6.2553. Since 

the tabulated value of F13 , 186 at 1 percent level is 2.18, the 

discriminant function is highly significant. This means that the 

13 socio-economic characteristics together were useful in 

classifying the borrowers into the groups of defaulters and noJP

defaulters. 

To ascertain the relative importance of the 

characterist!ics (variables) in their po-wer to discriminate between 

the two groups of borroWers, the percentage to the total distance 

measured was calculated and is given in table 10.1. 
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Table - 10.1 

Defaulters and non-defaulters : percentage contribution of individual characteristics to the total 

distance measured. 

SL, Socio-economic Co-efficient Mean difference Co-efficient x mean Percentage contri· 
No. characteristics (lP) (dP) diffe·rence but ion. 

of the borrowers. (lP X dP) 
; . ,. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Caste 0.2341 0.22 0.().)15 -10.04 
( 3 •. 66). ** 

2. Education 0.6401 0.13 0.0832 -16.22 
(•2.16)* 

3. Occupation 0.6148 -0.35 -0.2152 41.96 
(1· 00)** 

4. Per capita Income o.ooo1 64.24 o.C064 - 1.24 
( 1.47) 

5. Per capita borrowing -O.CXJ01 100.15- -0.0100 2.12 
(2.61)** 

6. Incremental Income 
after the use of 
credit. -1.0903 0.26· -0.2835 55.28 

(8.66)** 

7. Utilisation of loan -0.3028 0.29 -o•Q378 17.12 
(5.80)** 

Contd •••••••••• 
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Contd ••••••••• Table-10.1 

s. Contacts/relations 
with the lending 

0.31 Agency -0.2352 -O.CJ729 14.21 
(6.20)** 

9. Timely receipt of 
loan 0.1666 -0.21 -0.0350 6.82 

(3.50)** 

10. Adequacy of loan 0.0419 -0.21 -0.0088 1.71 
(3.50)** 

11. Condition of house 0.0820 0.04 0.0033 - 0.64 
(0.800) 

12. Rate of interest -0.0391 -0.02 o.()()()3 - 0.15 
(0.400) 

-
13. Problems faced in -0.2670 0.21 0.0561 -10.93 

obtaining loan. (3.50)** 

Total -0.5128 100.00 

Calculated 't' values are given in parentheses. 
*Significant at 5 percent level. Source ! Computed. 

**Significant at 1 percent level. 
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The above table indicates that incremental income 

after the use of credit, occupation, utilisation of loan, contacts/ 

relations.with the lending agency, timely receipt of loan, per 

capita borrowing and adequacy of loan are the significant factors 

which classify the borrowers into twa groups i.e. defaulters and 

non-defa:1lters and their respective discriminating po,.vers ct'Y'e 

55.23 percent, 41.96 percent, 17.12 percent, 14.21 percent 7 6.82 

percent, 2.12 p.ercent and 1. 71 percent respectively. 

The discriminant function was again re-run taking 

these ten characteristics in the equation to see whether these 

characters alone can distinguish the defaulters and non-defaulters 

significantly. 

The second set of formed equation for the significant 

factors in the present analysis is given belpw: 

Z = -0.3526X1 -0.6780X2 -0.6494X3 

+0• 0002~ + 1. C1) 62X6 +0• 3506X.., 

+0.1693XS -O.l695X
9 

+0.2525X13 

-O.C055X
1 0· 

The value of F was worked out to be ·a.4061. Since 

the tabulated value of Flo, 189· atfpercent level being 2. 34, the 

discriminant function was highly significant. It means that 10 • 
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c harac·teristics out of 13 considered together were very useful 
I 

in classifying the borrowers into defaulters and non-defaulters 
I 

groups. 

i 

The relative importance of the characteristics :i.n 

their power to discriminate between the groups of borrowers, the 

percentage contribution of each character to the total distan~e 

measured were examined and the results are exhibited in table 

. 
Sl. 

Table - 10.2 

Defaulters and non-defaulters : percentage contribution of 
individual characteristics to the total distance measured 
(significant variables only) 

' 
No .. Socio-economic Co-effi- Mean diffe- Co-effi- Percent-

characteristics cient renee cient X age con-
of toe borrowers (lp) (dp) Mean di- tribution 

fference 
I 

(1p X dp) 

1. Caste (X1 ) -0.3526 0.22. -O.CJ775 -12.53 

2. Education (X2) -0.6780 0.13 -0.0881 -14.24 

3· Occupation (X3) -0.6494 . -0.35 0.2272 36.7i4! 
I I 

4. Per c;apita· 
borrowing (X5) 0.0002 109.15 0.0218 3.52 

5. !ncremental 
income after the 
use of credit 

(X6) 1.0962 0.26 0.2850 46.09 

Contd ........... 

1 

-r 
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Contd.:., •••. T able-10.2 

6. 'Jtilisation of 
loan (X..,) 0.3506 0.29 0.1016 16.~43 

7. Contacts/relations 
with the lending 
agency (X8 ) 0.1693 0.31 0.0524 Be.48 

s. Timelr receipt of 
loan ~) -0.1695 -0.21 0.0355 5.74 

9. Adequacy' of loan 
(X1o) -0.0355 -0.21 0.0074 1.19 

10. Problems faced 
in obtaining 
loan 

(XlJ) 0.2525 0.21 0.0530 8.58 

Total 0.6183 100~00 

Source : Computed. 

The above table indicates that incremental income 

after the use of credit, occupation, utilisation of loan, problems 
I faced in obtaining loan, contacts/relations with the lending agency, 

timely receipt of loan, per capita borrowing and adequacy of loan 
I 

are the significant characteristics that classify the borrowers into 

two-groups i.e. defaulters and non-defaulters and their respective 

discriminating powers are 46•00 percent, 36.74 percent, 16.43 per

cent, 8.58 percent, 8.48 percent, 5.74 percent, 3.52 percent and. 

1.19 percent respectively. 

(B) Wilful and non-wilful defaulters. 

The same model was used for identifying the de-
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faulters into wilful and non-wilful on th~ basis of the existing 

socio-economic characteristics. The equations derived from the 

model on their socio-economic characteristics are exhibited be;t.ow: 

! . 

z • -o.1~2ox1 +0e'.l422X2 +0•0466X
3 

-O.cOOlX4 +0.0005~5 +4.3948X6 

-0.3830X, +0.1448X -0.1736X
9 8 

-0.353ax10 -O.l946X11 -0.2997Xl2 

-O.C643X
13 

The F value was worked out to be 28.0631. Since the 

tabul~ted value of F13 ,102 at 1 percent level being 2.34,the 
. . 

discriminant function was still highly significant. This means 

that the 13 characteristics considered together were useful i~ 

classifying into wilful and non-wilful defaulters. 

With a view to fi.rtd out relative significa~ce of the 

characteristics in their power to discriminate between the two 

groups of defaulters, the percentage to the total distance 

measured was calculated and is shown in table 10.3. 

I 
I 
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Table - 10.3 

Wilful and non-wilful defaulters : percentage contribution of individual characteristics to the 
total distance measured. 

SociHconomic Co-efficients Mean .difference Ca-e fficient X Percent contribution. 
characteristics of (lp) (dp) Mean difference 
the borrowers. (lp X dp) 

Caste -0.1220 0.53 
(7;.36)** 

-0.0646 -2.23 

Education 0.1422 0•:55 0.0782 2.74 
(9~~3)** 

Occupation 0.0466 -0.39 -o.olal -0.62 
C :t.,.oo) ** 

Per capita Income -o•<n:>l i20.75 -0.0120 -0.-.41 
(2.28)* 

Per capita borrow-
ing o.oo.os- 472.-14 0.-2360 s.u 

(9'.:·32)** 

Incremental income 
after the use of 
credit. 4.3948 0•58 2.5489 88.14 

(4.83\** 
~ 

Utilisation of 
loan. -0.3830 0.23 -0.0880 -3.04 

(3.85)** 

Contd ••••••••• 
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Contd •••••.••• T able-10.3 

8• Contacts/relations 
with the lending 
Agency. 0.1448 0•23 0.0333 1.15 

(2.87)** 

9. Timely receipt of 
loan. -0.1736 -0.14 0.0243 0.84 

("1.67) 

10. Adequacy of loan -0.3538 -Oo50 0.1769 Q.1r 
(0.249) 

·11. Condition of house -0.1946 Oe18 ·-0.0350 -1.21 
(2.25)* 

12. Rate of interest -0.2997 -0.05 
(0.632) 

0.0149 o.sl 

13. Problems faced in 
obtaining credit. -0.0543 0.06 -O.OJ32 -0.12 

(0.007) 

Total 2.8916 100.00 

The calculated 't' values are given in parentheses. 
* Signifi~ant at 5 percent level. Source : Computed. 
** Significant at 1 percent level. 
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Table 10.3 shows that percentage increase in income 

after the use of credit, per capita borrowing, adequacy of loan, 

education, Contacts/relations with the lending agency, timely 

receipt of loan and rate of interest are major characteristics 

which classify the defaulters lbnto wilful and no~wilful and ~ 

their respective discriminating pm~rs are 88.14 percent, 8.16 

percent, 6.11 percent, 2.74 percent, 1.15 percent, 0.84 percent 

and 0.51 p~rcent respectively. 

Again the model was re~run in the computer for 

these nine significant characteristics to identify whether they 

by themselves ~re sufficiently enough for discriminating these 

groups. The fitted equation is given below. 

Z = O.l39BX1 + O.l661X2 +0.016SX3 

-0.0001X4 + O.()(X)4X5 +4.3336X6 

... Q.2CE9X 
7 

+ u.Is45X 
8 

-0 •. 1761X
11 

The F value was worked out to be 38.4628. Since 

the t.abu~ated value of F9 , 106 at 1 percent level being 2. 56, 

the discriminant function was again highly significant. This 

means that the nine variables put together were useful in 

classifying defaulters into wilful and no~wilful. 

In order to find out the comparative significance 
. . J, 

of the characteristics in their power to discr.iminate between 
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the· two groups of defaulters, the percentage to the total: dis

tance measured was calculated and is given in table 10.4• I 

Table - 10 •. 4 
II 

'I 

i 
: ! :_:I 

Wilful and non-wilful defaulters : Percentage contribution of · 
individual characteristics to the total distance me·asured ( sig
nificant variables only). 

Sl. Socia-l conomic Co-effi- Mean ~co-efficient Percent 
No~ char a cte rist ics cient diff- X mean differ- contri-1 

of the borrowers. ( lp) . erence ence but ion •. 
(dp) (lp X dp) 

I : 

1. Caste (X1) 0.1398 0.53 o.m40 -2.63 

2· Education(X2 ) 0.1661 0.55 0.0913 3.25 

3. Occupation(X3 ) 0.0165 -0.39 -0.0064 -0.23. 

4. Per cakita Income 
( 4 ) -O.COOl 1Q0.75 -o.ol!2o -0.42· 

I 
' 

5• Per ca~ta borro- · 
wing ( } 0•0004 472 • .14 o •. laaa 6.73 

6. Incremental income 
after the use of 
credit. ( x6 ) 4.3336 0.58 2.5134 89~61 

7• Utilisation of 
loan (Y.r,) -0.2099 0.23. -0.0482 -1.·71 

a. Contacts/rela-
tions with the 

I lendin} agency ,I 

<xa 0.1545 0.23 0.0355 1~26 

9. Condition of 
house (X11) -0.1761 o.18 -0.0316 -1.12 

Total 2.8048 100.00 
Source : Computed. 
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Table 10•4 shows that incremental income af-ter t:he 

use of credit, per capita borrowing, education, caste and 
I 

I' 
i 

:I 

contacts/relations with the lending agency are differentiating 

wilful defaulters from non-wilful. Their respective weights 

are 89,61 percent, 6.73 percent, 3.25 percent, 2.63 percent 

and 1.26 percent respectively. 

Merits. 

Frequently, the analysis of conventional problems 
I 

in terms of sub-groups of the original observations will yield 

insight into aspects of the problem not previously consid~rea~ 
' 
I 

Limitations. 

1. even after standardisation, a certain degree of ambiguity' 
• l' I 

remains as long·as the predictors are correlated. 

II• Selection of predictor variables does not usually follow 

from any theory and ~n that sense, a little arbitrary. This 
1 

. . I 
selection has to be on the basis of conc~ptual relevance and' 

· that should ideally dictate why certain variables are included. 

However, in our present study we have tried to 

remain fully conscious of these limitations and tried to avoid 

the Pitfalls. 
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Usefulness o-f discriminant function analysis. 

' Firstl~, the discriminant function approach helps 

the public policy-makers to manipulate the factors which would 

CA.ffect the "credit- worthiness" (especially more contributing 

factors to the no~wilful de"fauJJt). Thus, the' policy fonnation 
i 

can suitably be changed to improve their "credit-worthiness" 

and further ensures large flow of credit to such individuals 
I 

which would result in better repayment performance in future. 

Secondly, the discriminant function is very 

helpful to the financial institutions to understand the characl 
i 
t 

teristi.cs of the borrowers before advancing loans. Once the! 

financial institutions understand the characteristic features 

of the 'prompt repayers', the default in repayment can be 

minimised. 

Conclusion. 

The conclusion based on discriminant function 

analysis indicates that the characteristics like incremental 

income after the use of credit, occupation, utilisation of loan, 

contacts with the lending agency and officials of ·the Govern- 1: 

ment, timely receipt of loan, per capit~ borrowing and adequacy 
' ' li 

of loan are very helpful in classifying the borrowers into 1 
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defaulters and nQn-defaulters. Among these, the two, factors 
:, 

viz. incremental income after the use of credit and occupation 

have the highest discriminating power• 

As regards classification of defaulters into wil-
l' 

ful and non-wilful, the relevant factors are found to be incre-
1 

mental income after the use of credit, per capita borrowing~! 

education and contacts with the lending agency and officials! of-

Government. However, among these the two'factors viz. incre-
; 

mental income after the use of credit and per capita borrowtng 

are the prominent determinants·. The characteristics like 

incremental income after the use of credit, per capita oorrow

ing and contactswith the lending agency are found to be valid 

factors in both the analyses. 

One outstanding revelation of discrtminant func

tion analysis is that the borrowers have become more wilful: 
I 

defaulters who have .effectively utilised credit and generated 

income 'by it. Inspite of the ventures proving profitable and 
. I 

ability to repay, the borrowers have wil fully refused to repay 

bank loan to the credit institutions. Such default may arise 

mai.nly from borrower's attitude towards repayment. Formation 

of such an attitude may,be because of a large number fact6f$ 
i 

such as : influence of social and political groups, vested
1
' 

I 

interests of certain agencies insisting the borrowers not to 

repay, hardships faced by borrowers in obtaining loan and the 
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high cost of borrowing. This variable is found to be the most 

important in classifying the borrowers into two groups -- wil-
I 
! ful and non-wilful. I : 

! ' 

The discriminant function indicates that 
I 

high per 

capita borrowing is another important factor for contributing 

mounting overdues. High per capita borrowing increases d~bt 

burd~n of the rural poor and also reduces their capacttY to 

repay the borrowed fund. 

The analysis also categorically brings out the 
I 

existe.nce of an "entente Cordial" between the rural influential 

people and the functionaries involved in the disbursement of 

credi~_and other benefits. This mutual-cordial relqtionship 
' ! 

is used not only in getting credit b11t also in getting protec-

tion for their defaulting behaviour tmvards ·repayment of , 

borrowed funds. The situation becomes all the more grueso~e 
. I 

when some other genuine borrowers, due to delayed receipt of an 

ade<luate loan, are constrained to use the borrowings for non

productive purpose and helplessly join the group of defaulters. 

The discriminant function approach helps the 

public policy makers to manipulate the factors m1ich would 
' 

effect the credit•worthiness (especially more contributing 

factors to the non-wilful default). Thus the policy forma-

tion can suitably be changed to improve their "credit-worthi-
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. nessu and further ensures large flow of credit to such indivi-! 
. ' 

duals as would result in better repayment performance in futuee. 

This analysis is also very helpful to the financial 

institutions 'to understand the characteristics of the borrowers 

before advancing loans. once the financial institutions under

stand the characteristic features of the 'prompt repayers', the 

default in repayment can be minimised. 
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